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Rangoli is an art form that is typically created from sand or powder on the loor in
living rooms or courtyards. This design is created during Diwali, which is the Hindu
festival of lights of late October. This elaborate Indian design symbolizes beauty and
spirituality, which precedes the formalizattion of sculpture and painting.
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letter from the art director
and managing editor
Halloween is to the art school students
what the Fourth of July is to people in
maybe rural Texas: the one day of the year
that everyone acts and looks the way they
should always act and look.
F has you covered on the frightening front: We’ve got horror movie heroines, a look at the (actually) scary movie
“Don’t Breathe,” and a guide to throwing
your own unique Halloween party á la art
school. And then, of course, we have something truly scary: school-speciic coverage
on November election voter preferences.
All of this, mind you, wrapped inside
an all-new look. We’ve replaced our Bariol
and Chaparral typefaces with all-Google
Roboto Mono and Lato designs nestled
on a new grid with sectioned colors. At
twenty-four pages, we’re now like fun-size
Halloween treats instead of those unwieldy
king-size bars — it’s that same, familiar
SAIC crunch but a little more pocket friendly. “Is that an F Newsmagazine in your pants
or are you just happy to see me?” people
will deinitely start saying now.
And here’s a special bonus, on the
topic of treats: If you want to DIY some
art-speciic candy to give out this year, may
we suggest the following:

KAHLOMELLO — paint a self-portrait of a
caramel-illed chocolate bar — and parrots.
HOCKNEY WAY — latten a nougat-and-caramel chocolate bar, but attempt to make it
look sort of realistic.
SWEDISH FRITSCH — instead of a chewy
ish just get like a rooster chicken thing and
paint it in really bright colors. If you can’t
ind a rooster chicken thing a top hat would
sufice
MILKY WEI-WEI — procure a (preferably)
Han Dynasty vase, although any ceramic
vase will do. Fill the vase with milk. When
children come to your door, drop the vase
to the loor and watch their tiny faces recoil
in horror.

22
Contributions by Brian Fabry Dorsam,
Jenna H Kang, Claire Kozik, Rohan
McDonald, Rain Szeto

CANDYNSKI — this can be anything sweet,
as long as it is brightly colored and nobody
can tell what it actually is.
KLIMT KAT — cook a four-piece chocolate
bar that layers chocolate with ornate gold
blankets. Feel free to mix some unrealistic
romantic expectations between the sheets.
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nightmare
on
Wabash
How to throw
a terrifically
terrifying art
school Halloween party

Sophie Lucido Johnson
Basic Party
There’s nothing scarier to an art school student than a day
with no costumes, no tricks, and nothing having to do with
death. So to truly terrify your friends (and yourself), throw
this inverse-of-Halloween party that embraces latte-scented candles, Taylor Swift, and capitalism. (I know: chills.)
Dress Code: Did you know American Eagle still exists? It
does, and just as it was in middle school, it’s still a good place
for people who look like they are named Megan. This party
requires basic solid cotton frocks (in colors like salmon, light
salmon, beige, and lighter salmon), and lair jeans — all of
which can be found at AE. (AE is what people call it who are
in the know.) They probably have pink lip gloss there, too,
and the kinds of stud earrings babies get when they go to
Claire’s for a non-consensual piercing.
Party Game: Everyone who walks in gets a temporary star
tattoo to put on their foot and/or ankle. If you talk about
gentriication, gender identity, the Israeli-Palestinian Conlict, existentialism, or literally anything conceptual, you
have to remove the tattoo with rubbing alcohol. The last
person with a star tattoo wins.
Refreshments: Plain kale, cups of low-fat yogurt, Diet Pepsi,
white wine, and Ryan Gosling.
Decorations: This is somewhat open-ended, but you should
use a Pinterest board as inspiration. If you get stuck, Pinterest-search “Sex in the City.” If you can’t afford any of
that, Pinterest-search “D.I.Y. mason jars.” You really can’t
go wrong with mason jars.

Boycott Halloween Party
If you’re like 91 percent of students at the School of the Art
Institute of Chicago (SAIC), there’s nothing you love more
than hating the status quo. Lucky for you, there’s a lot to
hate about Halloween! It’s a holiday invented by Hallmark;
it exploits a rich pagan tradition for the world consumer
market; it perpetuates stereotypes about candy; etc. What
better occasion is there for a party? (If you’re protesting the
word “party” because of the election or for personal reasons,
you may call this a “communal gathering.”)
Dress Code: There is, of course, no designated dress code,
as this party will protect freedom of speech. But you should
not wear any clothing that appropriates someone else’s culture, anything too revealing (because who is making you feel
like you have to dress that way?), the color green (because
of Ireland), anything with words on it, anything made in a
non-unionized country, anything sewn by a machine, or anything that contains fabric that contains chemicals.

Refreshments: There is, of course, no designated menu, as
this party will protect freedom of speech. But this party is
bring-a-dish-share-a-dish style (we refuse to say “potluck”
anymore). You should not bring any food that contains meat,
wheat, oil, nuts, dairy, GMOs, non-organic ingredients, or
ingredients from corporate health food stores like Whole
Foods or Trader Joe’s. (More like Traitor Joes, ha ha.)
Decorations: There are, of course, no designated decorations. Decorations are for the ruling class, and ignore the
economic struggle of the woefully underserved 99 percent.

›

Designed by Sevy Perez

‡

Illustration by Sacha Lusk

Party Game: Stand on the sidewalk and ask people how they
can live with themselves. A variation of this game, which
requires more preparation but is totally worth it, is to create and distribute handouts that detail the atrocities. (The
speciic atrocities are up to you to choose. Anything goes!)
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Sophie Lucido Johnson is the managing
editor of F. She has published work in The
Guardian, VICE, The Nation, and elsewhere.

Surrealism Party
Do you worship Max Ernst but struggle to express your
adoration in a unique way? Halloween presents the perfect opportunity to get outside the real world and into the
kind of world that gives children nightmares they aren’t old
enough to understand yet.
Dress Code: Partygoers are encouraged to wear not clothes
turned inside out and then upside down, then twisted at random into a previously neglected associated form. It is best
if human-shaped attendees manifest themselves as blobs
or spheres, or better yet, as the absence of shape altogether. Alternative: You may go as a dream, but you must enter
through the other attendees’ subconsciouses, not through
the front door.
Party Game: Drawkcab debircsed neeb sah emag ytrap eht.
Refreshments: Any food or nonfood that, through an aesthetic process of illusionary manipulation, appears to be on
the table but really is not on the table.
Decorations: Adorn the party space whimsically, with melted clocks; melted faces; teapots growing out of desert trees;
animals with musical instruments for faces; really anything
where a face is not what you think a face should look like.
Feel free to utilize life-sized bananas that look like ghosts;
bridges that, when you get close, are obviously sailboats;
water lowing upward or sideways but never down; light
bulbs containing entire intricate, tiny worlds; a train coming
out of a ireplace; and a dead ish-woman.
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Jeni,
i got
your
number
Watch your worries
melt away (like
your fave frozen
treat)
Annie Leue
Price
Too expensive according to my debit card, but also
pretty expensive according to most people’s debit
cards. It’s pretty expensive for ice cream. The twoscoop cone knocked me back a little over $6.

Overall experience
For the brief time we were inside Jeni’s, I enjoyed
the modern, fresh decor and the friendly servers.
And after that, ’twas a grand old jaunt through the
park with my roommates — until it wasn’t.
Worth it?
On a “treat yo self” day, for sure. On a day you want
to reward yourself for not throwing your laptop out
the window? Deinitely. But it’s a little on the pricey
side for your average laptop-still-on-the-table kind
of day.

Annie Leue is a first year MFA student
in visual communication design. You can
find her listening to Africa by Toto on
repeat anywhere at any time.

‡

Flavor
Too many. Just kidding, the perfect amount. But also,
too many. Of the ones that I tried, the individual
lavors were incredibly good. Some were a little
too sweet and the ones with berries were a little on
the tart side, but it didn’t detract from the overall
creamy amazingness.

Illustration by Priyoshi Kapur

Location
As mentioned before, too perfect. Get it away. GET
IT AWAY.

Designed by Priyoshi Kapur

right!?), and I was at the register long enough for me to
rethink my capricious lavor choices, nothing could dampen
the pep in my step and the candy in my handy as I inally
pranced out the door.
The irst bite was like Christmas morning, if our
Christmas took place on Martha Stewart’s sun porch and
the Christmas tree was a pile of ripe peaches with a garland of homemade marshmallows strung around it. Because I said I didn’t care about the lavor order on my cone
(omg I can’t even stop being so random lol!) the scooper
put the goat cheese with red cherries on top and the wildberry lavender below. The subsequent lavor sequence
elicited a powerful-yet-brief series of hallucinations. I
imagined myself milking a happy little goat in a pastoral
shack, followed by a spell of joyful frolicking in an open
ield à la Maria von Trapp — except amongst stalks of lavender and not the tense political climate of Nazi Germany.
The lavors were fresh, sweet, tart, and authentic. To top
things off, the cone was the best wafle cone I have ever
consumed. It hugged its ice cream friend in such a warm
buttery embrace that I almost felt bad about shoving them
both down my throat. Almost.
While I was still inishing my ice cream because I’m
slow, we strolled through the area’s namesake park, talking
about boys and bad dates and bad boys. We walked and
laughed and whimsically (whimsically!) smelled some wild
lavender. We watched two people doing Instagram-style
sexy workouts on the basketball court; we smelled actual human feces. Something had changed. Someone had
trapped us in their personal public porta-potty from which
there appeared to be no escape. An eighth of a mile away,
and we were still in Smellsville, USA. I guess this was life
now. Someone had shat in the park.
Seeing as running to the train was our only option lest
we prefer to succumb to a terrible breathless poop death,
we subsequently worked off our ice cream and homeostasis was restored.

›

Is there any better way to start the weekend after a mightas-well-have-been-an-all-nighter than ice cream in the
late summer sunshine? I double dog physically dare you
to come up with something better. After inishing my irst
project for a seminar class with literal minutes to spare,
following a night that consisted of just three hours of eyesclosed time (there is no way that could scientiically be
deemed sleep), my roommates suggested afternoon ice
cream. Before it could even register that I was still in my
aforementioned class, a “YAS” emerged from my thumbs
and I was halfway out the door.
Lucky for us, Wicker Park was on our way home, and
in Wicker Park — at 1505 North Milwaukee Avenue — is Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream. And if you weren’t already aware,
Jeni’s Splendid Ice Cream is a portal to the good purgatory — the space in between heaven and an even better
heaven. One of their doors said, “Exit Only”; the other said,
“Come Right in and Stay Forever.” Their lavor board was
simultaneously a lactophile’s wet dream and a lip-lopper’s
nightmare. Every lavor looked amazing. Seeing as quick
decision-making is situated on the lower half of my list of
strengths, I could tell that this was not going to be easy. To
top it off, I had absolutely no idea what I was in the mood
for. Upon the tiniest spoon imaginable, I requested a sample of the birch and marshmallows.
“Damn, that’s good. A root beer loat minus the
stressful risk of cup overlow and weird foam. Dope.”
Then I tried the churro, also on a dainty lady tasting
spoon.
“Shit. This is getting dificult. Why would you do this
to me, Jeni? Oh god, there are people in line behind me.
C’mon, Annie. C’mon. Use that awkwardly large melon of
yours. For once.”
In a moment of pure desperation, I went with the two
lavors I did not try and knew nothing about: wildberry lavender, and goat cheese with red cherries. (I’m so adorably
random!) Even though my card got declined (RENT, am I
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true
blue at
Flaxman
“THE BLUE OF DISTANCE”
Finn, Courtenay, Carson, Anne, Finneran, Kevin, Solnit, Rebecca, (Eds.). 2015. Print.
“The Blue of Distance” is an exhibition catalog from the Aspen Art Museum. The title takes its name from a Rebecca
Solnit essay in her book, “A Field Guide to Getting Lost.” If
you’re curious about what the work in the show looked
like (artists include Catherine Opie, Cy Twombly, Sara
VanDerBeek, Felix Gonzalez-Torres, and more), you’ll be
better off checking out the Aspen Art Museum’s website.
But if you’re interested in spending time with a mysterious,
beautifully designed book that is largely blank, made of
blue pages in different paper stocks with a few essays, this
one is for you.

›

Designed by Yen-Kai Huang
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Illustration by Yen-Kai Huang

Fun fact:
FUN
FACT Courtenay Finn also curated the Zefrey Throwell participatory piece at Art in General called “I’ll Raise
You One…” in which strip poker was played in the gallery’s
street-level storefront space, while crowds of voyeurs
clogged the street outside.
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“BLUE”
Jarman, Derek. 1993. Streaming Video.
Derek Jarman’s last ilm, “Blue,” is a monochromatic visual
experience backed by a script based on different meanings
of the color blue. Jarman, inspired by artist Yves Klein, inished this work as he was suffering from AIDS-related complications and his medication caused him to see through
a blue ilter.

Each month
our library
offers a
selection of
themed picks
Flaxman Library Staff

Fun Fact:
FUN
FACT Jarman also directed a number of music videos,
including The Sex Pistols’ “Number 1” in 1976 and The
Smiths’ “I Won’t Share You” in 1990.

“THE BLUES:A VERY SHORT INTRODUCTION”
Wald, Elijah. 2010. Print.

STUDIO POTTER: FALL/ SUMMER 2016

“BARBARA KASTEN: STAGES”

The Oxford University Press’ series “Very Short Introductions” is a great way to learn more on a subject without
investing more time than you want to. (Think Wikipedia,
but in a nice, portable format that gives your eyes a break
from the screen.) This one, on one of America’s musical
genres, takes you through the history of the blues, from its
origin in the Deep South to industrial cities like Chicago. It
also places the genre in American culture at large to shed
light on the political and social climates of the time.

Goffstown, N.H: Daniel Clark Foundation. Periodical.

Kasten, Barbara. 2015. Print.

In this issue of Studio Potter, there is a focus on Function/
Architecture — not the irst thing you might think of
when you hear the word “potter.” The issue is broken up into
four parts: artists narratives, history, columns, and a
catch-all bits and pieces. These articles are easy to read,
and include beautiful images; the whole issue has amazing
production quality.

Barbara Kasten, widely recognized for her staged, abstract photographs illed with color and dramatic lighting,
received the irst survey of her work last year. This exhibition catalogue details her work — from subtle cyanotypes
to the colorful, abstract photographs previously mentioned
— and offers in-depth essays that contextualize the artist’s
important work.

FUN FACT Elijah Wald co-authored Dave Van Ronk’s
posthumously published memoir, “The Mayor of MacDougal Street,” which was the main inspiration for the Coen
Brothers movie “Inside Llewyn Davis.”

FUNfact:
FACT One of the articles this month is about the PortFun
land Brick Project (not that Portland, the other one — in
Maine!), which “is a place-based public art installation that tells
the stories of moments that residents deem signiicant.”

FUN
FACT “Barbara Kasten: Stages” travelled from the
Fun fact:
ICA Philadelphia to Chicago’s Graham Foundation for Advanced Studies in the Fine Arts where it was presented
in conjunction with 2015 Chicago Architecture Biennial.

Welcome to our new twice-a-month sex column, in which our in-house
sexperts (the mysterious Kitten and the Squeeze) answer your most pressing between-the-sheets questions. Kitten and the Squeeze aim to provide
feminist, sex-positive, and queer-friendly advice on pleasure, pleasure, and
pleasure. Direct any questions you have — and nothing is too weird or too lewd
— to kittenandthesqueeze@fnewsmagazine.com.
I have been with my partner for several years, and the sex
is great, but I’m worried we’re going to start getting bored.
What are the best, most interesting ways to ignite a sex life
that has turned too routine?
—Longtime Lover
Dear Longtime,
You know how diets don’t work? Ever? Diets don’t work because
they make your life unrecognizable and there’s only so long a person can take it before they freak out and go back to comfort. The
best way to lose weight is to make little, health-afirming changes
that feel okay, and then make some other, similar changes that
feel pretty good. After a while, you’ll see results without feeling
like you are being punished.
Small, sex- and love-afirming changes are going to work the same
way for the couple who feels uninspired sexually. How about
changing the time of day you get it on? What about changing
duration? If you guys are doing about an hour of whatnot every
time, try to see how fast you can go — or spend the entire Saturday
morning in bed. Use a pillow under your butt or your partner’s butt
for a different angle. Small changes feel doable and, trust us, are
actually super hot. If we told you to wear a duck costume or try
chains or force your partner to tell you the most truly revolting
sexual fantasy they ever had … it’s too much. It’s like a diet. It’s
not sustainable. Pretty soon, you’re gonna run back to the vanilla
ice-cream and stay there. Maybe for a long time.
So use a pillow. Go longer. Pretend you can’t say a word because
the neighbors will hear anything over a peep. We bet it’ll do the job.
xoxo,
K&tS

I’m a 36-year-old woman who doesn’t wait too long to hop in
the sack with someone I want to have sex with. I mean, whatever. But an Uber driver told me she always waits 90 days
before giving up the cookie and to me, it sounded pretty cool.
She said the anticipation was great and also, if the guy was a
jerk, she’d ind out before she slept with him. That sounded
good. Should I try this next time I want to date someone?
—Worth the Wait

Something that would make everyone’s sex lives a whole lot better
would be a general re-deinition of the word “sex.” We were raised
to think of “real sex” as being strictly P-in-V (or P-in-B, or if it’s a
girl-on-girl situation, V-in-V — where one of the Vs is a vibrator.)
That deinition severely limits the amount of fun and pleasure
available within a new relationship, and it really is a shame. If we
start to think about any sort of intimate touching as constituting
sex — an oily, naked massage, for example, in which no genitals
are touched; or hours of oral on both ends — the pressure around
having a great “irst time” is alleviated. I recommend trying a moratorium on penetration for a month. You’ll still get to fool around
and get to know each other’s bodies, but there’s also the thrill of
the taboo. Widening the stance around what sex entails allows for
more play and less anxiety all around. And your Uber driver is right:
There’s something so hot (and oddly nostalgic) about dry-humping
like it’s prom night.

‡

xoxo,

Illustration by Sophie Lucido Johnson

Hey There Worth It,

K&tS

Kitten and Squeeze are a mysterious duo
with one mission in the world: To make sex
fun, safe, and FUN for everyone on earth.

Designed by Zach Cooper

Sex talk
with Kitten and
the Squeeze

Kitten and the Squeeze
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defining
BLACKness,
controlling
visibility
J. Howard Rosier

What does it mean to be a
“black artist?”
As with most things,
much of the answer lies in
how we’re deining it, but
to many black artists, it has
meant marginalization.
In instance after instance, liberal arts colleges have
been taken to task for both particular and perceived slights
towards their minority students. One side of the coin has
to do with all of the usual hangovers from the culture wars:
jingoism, class biases, too many Dead White Males. But the
other — how these blinkers affect student-to-student relationships, or even student-to-teacher relationships — is
harder to gauge.
As of fall 2015, fewer than 4 percent of students enrolled at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC)
identiied as African American. The graduation rate for these
students is 40 percent — nearly a third behind the retention
rates of both white students and of students at SAIC in general. Chalk it up to whatever circumstances you’d like, but it’s
worth asking whether both the student body and the faculty
are equipped to deal with this discrepancy.
If one reads the mission statement from “De Nue,” a
Student Union Galleries (SUGs) arts publication and accompanying the exhibition, however, we’re way past that.
“As black students in the SAIC community,” the statement
reads, “we are constantly combating racism institutionally
and interpersonally.”
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‘De Nue’ kicks
off the Student
Union Galleries’
fall season with
work from black
SAIC artists
A fetishized ideal of diversity through extremes seems
more the focus of “De Nue,” rather than the “apathy towards issues of race,” or “recurring anti-black acts of intimidation” its statement describes. Regardless of the medium,
the concepts explored by the exhibition consistently hit
the theme of challenging what it means to be a black artist.
to focus on a handful of standouts, Amina Ross, An
dré Fuqua and Derrick Woods-Marrow are all mesmerizing f`or completely different reasons. In Ross’s case, the
three-screen video installation “G(u)ILDING: Courtney and
Tesh” features black women applying glitter makeup from
head-to-toe while the frames snake and switch from person-to-person. It is one of the few pieces in the show that requires active rather than passive attention from the viewer.
The other is Woods-Marrow’s: a series of Polaroids and
prints that alternate between clearly-deined and implied subjects. “Casey — 3251 Photos — iPhone 6,” which is essentially
a faded-out dick pic, sits next to “Two Boys Playing in the Dark
and Nothing More … I Promise,” which is exactly as described,
and as a result is earnest and beautiful. “Doug (Top) and Random Guy (Bottom),” and “Choke Me” are so well-arranged that
they seem like companion pieces. A man playing in balloons
ends with a man with a rope around his neck — for pleasure?
For the purpose of ending his life? The middle ive photos in
this loose series — including a man cradling a giant red penis
and a spit roast conjured from images of Legos — somehow
manage to keep the intent ambiguous.
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“Fewer than
four percent
of students
enrolled
at SAIC iden-

1 Itunuoluwa Ebijimi, “The Black Pin-up Project,” 2016.
Photograph courtesy of Student Union Galleries.
2 Shala Miller, “Me and the Mango,” 2015. Photograph courtesy of Student Union Galleries.
J. Howard Rosier is a news editor
at F Newsmagazine, and an MFA
writing candidate at the School
of the Art Institute of Chicago.
He is probably cradling a
ton of papers. In a blazer.

‡

implying a perception of colorblindness. Next to its indented
ield of stars, it is a grim irony.
In a show illed with pieces that merit multilayered
interpretations, something more overt like Itunuoluwa Ebijimi’s “The Black Pin-up Project” doesn’t hold up as well. The
use of literal thumbtacks rather than traditional framing is a
nice touch, but this series of men dressed as women (or men
that identify as women, or women who identify as men, etc.)
in various stages of nakedness seems easy — almost cheap.
Maybe that’s the point.
Also head-scratching is Da’Niro Elle Brown’s “excerpt
six.” Does a man draped in a burgundy cloak and covered in
oats have any real signiicance? That he is rotating, crouching
and writhing in an assembled pipe structure resembling a jungle gym is interesting enough, but does it contribute at all to
the debate about the role of the black artist in society?
Artistic purity may not be the same as excellence, but to
advocate for such a principle in a society in which one drop of
black blood has historically been considered tainting seems
notable enough.
“De Nue” is on view in the LeRoy Neiman Center Gallery,
Gallery X and the Flaxman Library until September 25, 2016.

Designed by Yen-Kai Huang

After slipping on a set of headphones (placed alongside
a lacquered-on legal contract), viewers will be shocked to discover that the thread that ties all of these elements together is retribution. The photos used by Woods-Marrow were
obtained legally through contract by men he was sleeping
with. By using people’s photos to show what individuals are
interested in sexually, he is intent on calling attention to both
white dismissal and the fetishizing of black people as sexual
objects — a paradigm that, he implies, essentially boils down
to white supremacy.
Meanwhile, Fuqua garners a multitude of subtexts in his
careful positioning of sculptures. “Blossom” features three
stenciled silhouettes of a single black face rotating back about
45 degrees so as to resemble an angel, or a black life being
lowered into a grave.
“Seal”— an all-black likeness of the American lag —
is also pertinent for what it shows, and what it doesn’t
show. Fifty repeating likenesses of a black face replace
the stars — immediately calling attention to representation,
or lack thereof, in the United States. This is a bizarre juxtaposition with the black stripes of the lag: Though the
structure is visible, the monochrome nature seems to be

›

American.”

Photography courtesy of Student Union Galleries

tify as African
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SCHOOL OF ART AND ARTISTSʼ RESIDENCY

Classes run: January 8 - January 21, 2017
Registration and Work Scholarship Sign Up: November 14, 2016, 8:30am
Ox-Bow Oice, Sullivan Building, 36 S Wabash, 14th Floor
Merit Scholarship Deadline: Midnight, Tuesday, October 25, 2016

Winter
2017

sculpture
objects
functional art
and design
November 4–6
Opening Night, November 3
Navy Pier

Andy Paiko, Wexler Gallery

sofaexpo.com
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arts

making

Lost Arts seeks
to redefine makerspaces in Chicago
Mary Fons

Mary Fons (MFAW 2018) is associate editor
at F Newsmagazine. Read her blog, PaperGirl,
at blog.maryfons.com. You will like it.

‡

ant that members have something they can give back even
as they learn themselves.”
Recent School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC)
graduates who now ind themselves without a cutting table
or silkscreening supplies may be interested customers.
“Anybody who just wants to build a project should head
over and build it,” says Burdett. “Anybody who wants to start
a business should head over and talk to members about it. If
you wanna make some art in the company of wonderfully
creative people, head over.”
“Lost Arts strives to be welcoming and supportive,” said
Adler. “We have hosts who are responsible for greeting
folks at the door and giving them a tour of the space if
they’re interested.”
The hosts are also there for safety and to keep the place
tidy. There are oficial mentors in the space who keep facilities in working order, run orientation and safety classes, and
support members through their projects as necessary. This
last part, said Adler, is the mentors’ most important role.
There is space at Lost Arts for events and lectures; SAIC
itself has been in discussion with Adler about satellite class
opportunities. Keep up with Lost Arts via Twitter, register for
their newsletter at lostarts.co, and follow them on Facebook.

Designed by Zach Cooper

Ted Burdett is a “designer and maker of things,” as he
put it. He and his wife, Sharon, own and operate Strand Design; the couple was involved with the irst incarnation of
Lost Arts and are members of the current one. The Burdetts
had their own three-story workshop for six years, but when
the building was sold they chose to outsource much of their
manufacturing.
“The change has been good,” said Ted Burdett. “But that
doesn’t address the design process at all; the formulation of
concepts and active evolution of ideas into product. For that,
we need to prototype. We need to make ideas into objects
that can be tested. These experiments are essential to successfully developing a product.”
That’s where Lost Arts comes in. “Not only can we use
the assets of the space to make,” he said, “we can engage with
the community there to grow ideas through mutual inspiration and critical discourse.”
Adler said designers Dan Cigler and Travis Koss exempliied the Lost Arts ideal. After a successful Kickstarter
campaign, they created the popular Beton Coffee Storage
Vessel using resources provided to them by Lost Arts the
whole way through.
“The 3-D printers, the table saws — they used the entire
space,” Adler said. “This is the whole point: To facilitate creation that may not even know what it needs until the creators
have the opportunity to igure it out.”
The “free” in Lost Arts’ identity as a “free creative space”
means freedom, not “no charge.” A creator must apply to be
a member of the community and, if accepted, has three levels of membership opportunity: $80 will get you a month of
weekend time; a “nights and weekends” plan goes for $200
per month; and for $500 a month, the space is yours during all
business hours (Tuesday through Sunday, 10 a.m. to 10 p.m.)
The application process is in place less to exclude than
to facilitate harmony for Adler’s learn/teach model. A membership vetting model, Adler feels, is helpful in creating a
diversity of knowledge and avoiding “silos.”
“You can’t architect a community, but you can seed one,”
Adler said. “We ask people who apply, ‘What do you want to
make? learn? share?’ It’s about intent, here, and it’s import-

Illustration by Zach Cooper

makers
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It’s hard to build furniture in a snowstorm. Just ask Charles
Adler — co-founder of Kickstarter, self-proclaimed “lifelong
nomad,” and engineering school dropout — who found himself in that situation 15 years ago.
“I was in my father-in-law’s backyard in Skokie in the
wintertime,” Adler said. “I was wearing a puffy jacket, trying
to build a table for my turntable out there. It was a disaster.”
Adler realized then that for many former students who make
tangible objects, having a space and tools to produce work is
next to impossible — and forget about luxury hours of pure
studio experimentation.
Enter Lost Arts, a 10,000 square foot workspace in a
pleasantly grimy storage warehouse in Chicago’s Goose Island neighborhood. Adler has designed the sprawling space
for the space-deprived “ambitious creative,” who can now
hang her puffy jacket at the door, hang around like-minded
artists, and get to work.
The concept of artists and artisans having access to a
shared space dedicated to experimentation and production
isn’t new. Thomas Edison’s “Invention Factory” in Menlo Park
is one of the many historical examples. Edison knew, long
before the maker movement, that innovators with a room of
their own will frequently turn out cool stuff.
So-called “makerspaces” like AlphaLabs in Brooklyn
and Double Union in San Francisco provide the space and
tools (band saws, sewing machines, laser cutters, motherboards, etc.) for membership and/or rent. Though Lost Arts
has a number of MakerBots for use, Adler said that the
space is less about 3D-rent-a-printers and more about the
cross-pollination of ideas between people.
“I see Lost Arts as this strange territory between the
deinitions of a makerspace, incubator or residency, and creative co-working space,” he said. “Ultimately, [the mission
of] Lost Arts boils down to supporting ambitious creatives
across a multitude of disciplines. We’re aiming to push their
ideas further in a communal environment that’s raw, open
and unabashedly creative.”
Katherine Darnstadt is an architect and urban designer,
and founder of Latent Design in the West Loop. She’s also an
enthusiastic member of Lost Arts.
“Lost Arts is an opportunity for continued evolution of
a work style that is cultivated during design school,” she said.
“However, not all are fortunate to work in an environment that
supports that. As a small irm owner, I may have access to the
peer network, but not access to the equipment and expertise
available at Lost Arts.”
Darnstadt said that the community and the ability to
make prototypes has added huge value to her process.
Adler described many creative people using the internet today as “accidental entrepreneurs”: people who make
things, then get visibility via Instagram or other social media
networks. Before long, the dedicated few who ind their audience may decide to go into business; the observers of their
social media accounts become their consumers — as long
as the makers can literally produce the goods to sell. Adler
hopes Lost Arts can help those “accidental entrepreneurs”
as they are building a business or exploring personal projects
with continual opportunities to learn from each other and
share knowledge in a civic space.
The space at 909 W. Bliss Street is actually the second
phase of Lost Arts. A “pop-up” version, known as the Center
for Lost Arts, was “the proof of concept stage,” as Adler put it.
This irst space, less than half the size of the current one, saw
between 40 and 60 artists over the month it was in operation.
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DONALD TRUMP

6

JILL STEIN

7

BERNIE SANDERS

8

NONE

11

HILLARY CLINTON

82

Students were asked to select just one preferred candidate.
Data reflects both voters (registered) and non-voters.

CANDIDATE PREFERENCE

GARY JOHNSON

4

UNREGISTERED

REGISTERED

INTERNATIONAL

Data shows the number of registered, unregistered, and
international students that fall under each political affiliation.

REGISTRATION PARTIES

yet to register. Those surveyed overwhelmingly supported Hillary Clinton, while
Bernie Sanders and Mickey Mouse mounted a brief campaign in the write-in portion.
The students were also surveyed on their political afiliation, and what issue they
thought was most important in this election. Those surveyed were clear about
their unhappiness with this election, however. One student wrote in the comments
section “everybody sucks, pls help.”

Unsure
Centrist

On September 12, a team of editors from F Newsmagazine began surveying School
of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC) students about how, or if, they were voting
in the 2016 presidential elections. Incentivized with candy, those surveyed were
presumed anonymous unless they wished to be quoted with their name. F surveyed
184 students — 151 of them U.S. Citizens, 23 international students. 74 percent of
the U.S. citizen students were registered to vote, while 26 percent said they had

How art school students are voting this November

ohhh, say can you SAIC

Other
Apolitical
Liberal

Conservative

votes to be taken seriously next

[I’m] hoping they can gain enough

“Voting third party out of principle;

—Mono Acosta

hack his political rival—and so on.”

Klan wizard, encouraging Russia to

refusing the support of a Ku Klux

sacrificed in business ventures, not

grieving mother, claiming to have

to specific people, insulting a

statements: lying about talking

ventures, and controversial

of his character, failed business

not dropped out. From observations

“It baffles me that Donald Trump has

changeable.”

things that are designed to be

change important things, only

show. I don’t believe that elections

“This is just a performance, a TV

bought out by the banks.”

“One racist politician versus another

—Kelsey Becker

know right from left.”

“There’s no honesty. People don’t

—Pascale Janis

“I miss Bernie.”

F Newsmagazine

Unregistered Person

Racism (21)

Immigration (19)

Economy (11)

Environment (7)

2

3

4

5

9

8

7

6

Women’s Health (2)

Truth (2)

Foreign Policy (5)

Education (6)

Voting

Not Voting

2

Don’t Know how
to vote

19

Don’t know how
to register

20

Unregistered Voters

Registered Voters

109

39

111

13

›
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This data reflects 174 surveys given to students at the School of the Art Institute of Chicago (SAIC). Unless attributed, quotes are from students who asked to remain anonymous.

Trump (25)

Data reflects the number of students surveyed by categories of either
“registered to vote” or “not registered to vote.”

These are the top nine most important issues students are
taking into consideration this election cycle.

1

REGISTRATION NUMBERS

International Person

Registered Person

ISSUES WITH THE ELECTION

OTHER 17

UNSURE 29

APOLITICAL 10

CENTRIST 9

CONSERVATIVE 6

LIBERAL 113

Students were asked to self-identify in one political
affiliation. Data reflects both voters and non-voters.

AFFILIATIONS

Read up on your candidate

Choose a candidate you like

OCTOBER 2016

VOTE NOW

Decide if you will be voting as
an absentee or in person

Determine your state of
residence

Decide on your political party

After you have illed out the request form, mail it to
the appropriate ofice. You’ll receive a ballot in the
mail within a week or so. Be sure to send it to your
county before November 8

5

Make sure you are 18 and
older

If you need to get an absentee ballot,
visit usvotefoundation.org

The website will then take you to the appropriate
form for your state. Be careful, though — while some
states (like Colorado and Connecticut) allow you to
register in-person on election day, other states have a
deadline for registration a month before the election.
The deadline for many states is October 8

Select your state from the drop-down menu

Go to vote.usa.gov

4

1
2
3

If you’re an SAIC student and you still need to register to vote, visit engage.
saic.edu and click on the Turbovote link. Otherwise, follow these easy steps.
You’re on your way to patriotism!

HOW TO REGISTER

leader’s personality.”

comes to being strong and having a

a woman to be ‘likable’ when it

“It’s crazy how difficult it is for

“Everybody sucks pls help.”

election.”

news
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show
off
your
angst
in
style

Your guide to
election season
fashion
Samuel Schwindt

“Make America Gay Again” Hat
Complete your outit this fall with
a hat that satirizes the Trump
campaign’s white-supremacist
slogan “Make America Great
Again.” This clever red baseball
cap from the Human Rights
Campaign replaces the word
“great” with “gay” to show your
rainbow-side.
$26 shop.hrc.org/new-arrival/
make-america-gay-again.html

›
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Bernie Sanders Stud Earrings
Still holding out for your favorite
Democratic-Socialist? Make all your
fellow Bernie-or-Busters jealous
with these handmade Bernie earrings, sold exclusively on Etsy.
Earrings: $9
Etsy.com/shop/charm456
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“Delete Your Account, Hillary”
Socks
Get these knee-high socks to show
your frustration with Clinton’s
private email server scandal. I’d recommend the fuschia striped ones
with the decal of ol’ Hill and “Delete
Your Account” printed underneath.
$15.97 Customizedgirl.com

“We’re All Screwed 2016” Tote Bag
Use this angsty tote to stylishly carry all your textbooks this fall, while
also sharing a daring premonition.
$22.30 Zazzle.com

“Donald Trump: We Shall Overcomb” Sweatshirt
Cozy up in this steel blue
sweatshirt and make clear your
thoughts on Trump’s obnoxious
hairstyle. Not only is his classic
poof on display on the front of
this fall must-have, but it also
doubles as a bald eagle. What
more could you want?
$39.99 Libertymaniacs.com

“Cats for the White House” T-Shirt
Not happy with donkeys or elephants in the White House? Pick up
this ballot-inspired shirt and show
the world who you’d rather have
govern the country: cats.
$24.90 Hot Topic

“Yeezy for President” Hat
Think Kanye would be a better it
for the White House than Trump
or Clinton? Cap off your outit
with this stylized pink hat while
also showing support for your
favorite rapper/ god.
$15 Etsy.com/UptopStudios

OCTOBER 2016

news

no
DAPL
Hundreds of
Chicago protestors
speak out against Dakota Access Pipeline
construction

new systems that
are not relying
on authority and
white supremacy,
but rely on love
and solidarity.”
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hope to create

Designed by Sevy Perez

“By marching, I

›

On September 9, hundreds of protesters gathered at Daley
Plaza and marched to the Chicago headquarters of the US
Army Engineers in protest of the construction of the Dakota
Access Pipeline (DAPL) — a $37 billion pipeline that would
cut through four states. If constructed, the pipeline would
destroy burial grounds and sacred spaces of Standing Rock
Sioux Tribe. The pipe would also threaten the tribe’s primary
water source.

Reporting by Stevie Stevens

Cindy Zhang
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Rosemary

are two

powerful

figures for two
pivotal times.”

To be honest, Brian is probably on a couch
somewhere eating cheese right now. If not,
he’s drawing at brianfabrydorsam.tumblr.com.

“A Girl Walks Home Alone at Night”
(2014)
Iranian ilmmaker Ana Lily Amirpour
mashes up black-and-white B-horror
with American westerns in a ilm about
a female vampire ridding the streets of
thugs and predators, one neck at a time.
“Alien” (1979)
In sci-i cinema, it doesn’t get more
quintessential than this Ridley Scott
classic. Sigourney Weaver plays Ripley
— the classic “inal girl” — who takes on
a nightmarish monster by herself after
her mostly-male crew gets gobbled up.
“10 Cloverield Lane” (2016)
Mary Elizabeth Winstead inds herself
a captive in a post-apocalyptic bunker
where a maybe-delusional man makes
the rules. Sound like the patriarchy
much? It’s kitchen-sink drama stuffed
into psychological sci-i and one of the
better recent horror efforts.
“Mad Max: Fury Road” (2014)
You haven’t seen “Fury Road” yet?! Let’s
just say that, legend has it, Charlize
Theron’s “Furiosa” is the character that
the Duffer Brothers showed to Millie
Bobby Brown to convince her to shave
her head.
“American Psycho” (2000)
Mary Harron turns the misogyny of
Bret Easton Ellis’s book on its dick and
directs one of the most disturbing looks
at the sociopathy of patriarchal capitalism ever created.

Illustration by Brain Fabry Dorsam

and

“Carrie” (1976)
Brian de Palma brings us horror’s
bloodiest heroine. Carrie gets bodyshamed and bullied throughout, but
takes her spectacular revenge in one of
the most iconic scenes in horror history.

‡

“Joyce

We see it everywhere. As few as
2 percent of rapes are falsely reported,
yet only 3 percent of rapists are ever
convicted. This is in part because police aren’t properly trained to read the
effects of trauma on abuse victims. It
has even been shown that women are
“treated less aggressively in their initial
encounters with the health-care system
until they ‘prove that they are as sick as
male patients.’” Consequently, women
in emergency situations often wait longer than men to receive the same treatments. The message is clear: Women are
not to be believed.
Though Joyce’s brand of trauma is
unique — namely, her son’s abduction
by an extra-dimensional demon beast —
her dificulties are all-too-familiar. She,
like Rosemary and countless real victims of trauma, has trouble convincing
anyone in power that what she knows she’s experienced
has happened at all.
Ultimately, Joyce travels to the monster’s shadow
world and saves her son her own damn self. The only help
she gets is from her town’s police chief, who has to break
into a secret government facility, ight off a handful of
armed goons, and see the hellmouth with his own two eyes
just to conirm what Joyce has been telling him all along.
Joyce’s deiance and refusal to accept her dismissal by
men is what makes her the strongest character and most
powerful allusion in “Stranger Things.” Her path through
hoards of men who are useless at best and evil at worst
mirrors Rosemary’s path perfectly. Ultimately, both women
reject male-dominated social systems altogether and strike
out on their own. When Rosemary’s baby is stolen, she arms
herself with a kitchen knife and sneaks through a secret
passage to confront an enclave of devil worshippers. When
Joyce wields an axe to ight off the faceless alien nightmare
that kidnapped her boy, she is Rosemary’s spitting image.
Joyce and Rosemary are two powerful igures for two
pivotal times. Amidst the heated cultural debates about
women’s health and reproductive rights in the 1960s, Rosemary was a force for self-advocacy. Now, with the U.S. on
the verge of electing its irst female president, Joyce Byers
is a capable, resilient woman who demands to be heard in
a patriarchal society that shuts her up and out. By drawing
a line from Rosemary to Joyce, the Duffer Brothers have
shown that nostalgia can do more than just take us back:
It can propel us forward.

HERE ARE SOME HORROR AND SCIFI FILMS WITH GREAT FEMINIST ELEMENTS:

Designed by Zach Cooper

You could make a game out of it: “I Spy” with ‘80s horror ilm
posters; a shot every time someone mentions Star Wars;
bingo with E.T. references. Netlix’s “Stranger Things,” created by the Duffer Brothers, is brimming with nods to sci-i
classics, and the internet has taken notice. The show’s nostalgia works as aesthetic shorthand, instantly transporting
the audience to a comfortable, yet alien, Midwestern suburbia where nothing is as it seems. We know this place. We’ve
seen it before. But acknowledging where we’ve been can
also help us see how far we’ve yet to go.
The show’s most powerful allusion is not its neo-John
Carpenter score or its peak-Spielberg cinematography;
it’s the role of the disheveled, disregarded, and desperate
mother, Joyce Byers.
Joyce — played by everyone’s
Forever Love, Winona Ryder — is a
woman who has lost her youngest
son, Will, to a space-time-skipping
monster with an appetite for adolescent blood. Joyce soon begins
to communicate with Will through
brief, trans-dimensional phone calls
and strategic light lickerings. Even
after her son’s funeral, she insists
(to the police, to the coroner, and
to her oldest son, Jonathan) that
Will is still alive. As a woman who
has suffered from mental illness,
she knows deinitively that what
she’s experiencing “is not that.” As
an audience, we’ve seen Will in his
parallel-dimensional prison and
we know that Joyce is right. The
men in her life, however, don’t, and
promptly write her off. The series
plays out as a slow-motion eureka moment for each of the
male characters as they come to realize that Joyce has been
on the right track since episode one.
Joyce is the most valuable reference in “Stranger
Things.” Her relentless refutation by men, despite her
wholesale correctness about everything, makes her a
modern-day Rosemary Woodhouse — the titular, deiant
badass from Roman Polanski’s progressive masterpiece,
“Rosemary’s Baby.”
Rosemary carries Satan’s hell-baby for most of the
ilm, gaslighted by her fame-hungry husband and a cult of
elderly Lucifer fanboys who insist that the near-deadly pain
she’s experiencing is “normal.” Even when she inally inds a
doctor who doesn’t worship the Prince of Darkness, she’s
promptly told that she’s loony.
“Rosemary’s Baby” is a poignant argument for the
ability of women to speak with authority about their own
bodies and experiences — a notion sadly lacking when the
ilm was made in 1968. The trouble is that this notion is
still lacking today.

On screen, there
are real consequences for not
believing women

›

Brian Fabry Dorsam
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Open Houses
New York City

Sunday, October 9
Sunday, October 23
Monday, November 7
Sunday, November 13
Boston and Chicago:

Thursday, November 10
Application Deadline
January 6, 2017

Our MA & PhD
programs focus
on the cultural
history of the
material world.
For information on upcoming exhibitions,
visit bgc.bard.edu/gallery

RSVP
38 West 86th Street
New York, NY 10024
T 212 501 3019
E admissions@bgc.bard.edu
W bgc.bard.edu/admissions

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
October 13, 4:00 p.m.
“Be A Journalist: How to
Write for the News”
F Newsmagazine Workshop Series
presents
“Be A Journalist”
F Newsmagazine invites you to hone
your news writing skills with us
Report, opine, review, and draw
the things that matter most to you
in a way that’ll get you published.
OCTOBER 13, 4:00 p.m.
F NEWSMAGAZINE OFFICE,
LAKEVIEW 201
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“‘Blonde’
is the

perfect

kind of

painful.
Brutal-

ly honest,
lustfully
beauti-

ful, and
addictively,

revertably

Samuel Schwindt is a News Editor at F
and a sculptor studying at the School of
the Art Institute of Chicago. He enjoys
politics, coffee, and dumpster diving.

Illustration by Priyoshi Kapur

synthy.”
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Frank Ocean’s
highly-anticipated sophomore album
‘Blond’ rises
and falls

After four years of cryptic Tumblr
posts, obsessive murmurings on
Reddit, and a mistaken release-date
proclamation by the New York Times,
the follow-up to Frank Ocean’s
“Channel Orange” is here. “Blonde”
(stylized on his LP album cover as the
masculine form “Blond”) is one of the
most anticipated albums of the decade. But does it live up to the hype?
All artistic-existential questions aside, “Blonde” is hot.
It’s steaming-the-locker-room-mirror hot — and not only
because the muscular Ocean is pictured showering on the
LP’s cover. At one moment, a voice-morphed Ocean is melancholically rapping about the death of Trayvon Martin, the
next he is condescendingly crooning to his lover . “Blonde”
is the perfect kind of painful: brutally honest, lustfully beautiful, and addictively synthy.
It’s important to note that “Blonde” isn’t the only follow up to “Channel Orange.” Ocean previously released
a visual mixtape titled “Endless” and a zine called “Boys
Don’t Cry” exclusively sold in pop-up stores. Currently,
“Blonde” is streaming on both Apple Music and Spotify. It’s
also available as a physical CD in the back of the zine and
for purchase on iTunes.
The irst release from Ocean, “Endless,” began as a
live-stream on Ocean’s site and on Apple Music in early
August. Showing a black-and-white studio space with
workbenches and tools, the stream played, well, endlessly.
Ocean’s fans quickly noted every whisper and creak and
debated if they were premonitions of what “Boys Don’t
Cry” (the rumored title of “Blonde”) would be. Occasionally,
Ocean would come on screen, turn on some music, and
then work on a large-scale art project.
It was eventually revealed that Ocean was building
a staircase. Rolling Stone’s Jonah Weiner called Ocean’s
attempt to bridge visuals with music “impressionistic at
best.” However, the staircase stunt was clear in its message
that Ocean was “a craftsman,” thus rendering the wait for
his album justiiable since, as Weiner put it, “craftsmanship
requires patience.”
“Blonde” was supposed to drop shortly after the debut
of the live-steam, except the New York Times scoop on the
release date pushed Ocean to hold his sophomore LP back
another few weeks.
“It’s about making sure the perfect aesthetic for the
situation has been reached, to do that takes constant
tweaking, trial and error,” explained Malay Ho, a prominent
Ocean collaborator, in a Reddit AMA about the release
of the album.
The video stream was ultimately titled “Endless,” and
was a 45-minute visual mixtape of cuts from the studio
workshop with songs and instrumentals interspersed
throughout. Some critics (and fans) skipped “Endless” for
the more traditionally formed album “Blonde,” however.
Christopher Hooton of the Independent summed up
the critical consensus on “Endless” nicely: “Is this the aside

Designed by Yen-Kai Huang

Samuel Schwindt
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‘Blond’
ambition

album? Is there another album coming? Is everyone hearing
the same thing? Is this visual inextricably linked to the music
in terms of criticism? Oh shit, there is another album? Okay,
I guess we just focus on that?”
The music on “Endless” shouldn’t be dismissed. The
tracks are stunning. They overlap, crash, and fragment
over a period of 45 minutes. It’s dificult to tell when one
song lows into the next, but it doesn’t matter — “Endless”
is a mixtape, after all. Some of the tracks on “Endless” are
equally as powerful as fan-favorites “Nikes” and “Nights”
on “Blonde.” “Turn the mountain view, ind a place for a
quiet one/ Suburbia got a yard,” from the intro of the track
“Hublots,” is about as deep as modern lyrics come.
Yet, while the music astounds, the visuals of “Endless”
leave something more to be desired.
When a musician decides to transition into visual art
with the ease with which they produce a Grammy-winning
album, I tend to get a little nervous. Some can do the crossover — Patti Smith has been jumping medium to medium
with success for decades. Beyoncé released the mind-blowing visual album “Lemonade” earlier this year, cementing her
place as the goddess of music in 2016.
However, the “Endless” video falls lat — just as the
cliché New York Film School blackand-white frame promises it to be.
Building a staircase? Not the most brilliant metaphor for progress or moving
on — a motif that echoes throughout
“Endless” and “Blonde.” The so-called
“craftsmanship” isn’t as thrilling as
Rolling Stone would like you to believe, either — building a staircase isn’t
the most complicated construction,
after all. And an “Endless” staircase?
Seems like a knock-off of Constantin
Brancusi’s endless columns. The whole
production of “Endless,” in the end, is
masturbatory — this work is just for
Ocean, not us.
After “Endless,” Ocean released
the publication “Boys Don’t Cry” at a
series of pop-up shops in New York,
Los Angeles, London, and Chicago on
August 20. The zine was free; contents included the album “Blonde,” essays and poems by Ocean, and a poem
about McDonald’s by Kanye West. I
doubt the limited number of fans who
received the zine were disappointed.
At the same time, the quality of a literary release with work by Kanye West
in it is questionable, at the very least.
While “Endless” and “Boys
Don’t Cry” may leave some fans
disappointed, “Blonde” serves as a
worthy follow-up to the incendiary
“Channel Orange.” Deftly sliding from the motherly advice on “Be Yourself” to the weed crumbling into glitter on
“Nikes,” Ocean reveals himself to be the musical savant; a
genre-bending bad boy we all loved (and missed) over the
past four years. At once “Blonde” and “Blond,” the album
bounces between genders. It’s dificult at times to discern
if Ocean is talking about a man or woman on “Blonde,” but
in reality, it doesn’t matter. Ocean’s intent is clear — he’s
singing about love, not gender. At one moment toying with
a memory of going to a gay bar with a blind date on “Good
Guy” and then “being the boyfriend / in your wet dreams,”
in “Self Control,” it seems that men are predominantly on
Ocean’s mind.
But does it matter? Should Ocean’s sexuality have an
inluence on the album’s artistic value, or does that cross
the line into intentional fallacy? Conceptual art ambitions
Ocean should stick to what he knows best: music.
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“The film is,
thankfully, an
original,
entertaining,
and compelling movie.”

In a cinematic climate heavily
saturated with remakes, sequels, and adaptations, pickings are slim when it comes to
fresh content at the movies. In
fact, of the 25 highest grossing ilms of summer 2016, only
three have the distinction of having original content. Of
those three, only Fede Alvarez’s “Don’t Breathe” (coming
in at number 18 at the summer box ofice) is not animated.
Yet, beyond being one of the only live-action, original features in theaters this summer (it opened August 26) “Don’t
Breathe” is also, thankfully, an original, entertaining, and
compelling movie.
Starting off with sprawling, haunting, images of a deserted Detroit, the movie begins with two igures moving
slowly down an abandoned street, immediately forecasting
some of what’s to come. Working its way back to the beginning of the story, we see Rocky (played by Jane Levy, in the
sort of run-through-the-wringer role she knocked out of
the park in Alvarez’s “Evil Dead” remake), Alex (Dylan Minnette), and Money (Daniel Zovatto) breaking and entering.
There is enough domestic and inancial hardship
amidst the decrepit background of post-recession Detroit (for Rocky in particular) that the trio’s motivations
for stealing from the few remaining monied Detroiters
feels justiied; at least, justiied enough for movie logic.
The fact that all of their targets are clients for the security irm Alex’s dad works for makes the robbery all the
more convenient. As Rocky dreams of saving her little sister and herself from their abusive mother and running off
to California, an opportunity presents itself. Apparently, a
reclusive, blind, army veteran is sitting on a fortune of a settlement he received after his daughter was killed by a drunk
driver. Cue the three small-time robbers breaking into a
rundown, heavily fortiied ixer-upper in an abandoned Detroit neighborhood. Given that all of this exposition occurs
within, approximately, the irst ive minutes of the movie,
the piece cuts to the chase relatively quickly. Even without
(or maybe due to) the ilm’s very irst scene, the tension is
high right from the get-go. Once the stage is set, the movie
kicks into high gear and it doesn’t let up until the end.
For his second feature-length ilm, Alvarez gets so
much right. After making a strong irst impression with
his short ilm “Panic Attack” (ilmed in his native Uruguay),

the director was tapped in to helm the 2013 remake of the
horror classic, “Evil Dead.” In both his debut and follow-up
ilm, he has proven himself adept at telling tense, visceral, fast-paced stories of violence and horror in a visually
compelling and grotesquely beautiful fashion. The lingering images of vacant lots overgrown with weeds and the
wide, sweeping, shots of residential Detroit’s urban decay
show just how isolated the deathtrap is that Rocky and her
friends ind themselves in. These shots also convey just
how desperately they need to escape, not only from the
blind man’s house, but from the lives that drove them to
rob it in the irst place.
Cinematographer Pedro Luque does some amazing
work, utilizing depth of focus and scenes shot in utter darkness to convey the danger and literal blindness of the characters. Using a irst-person technique to give the audience
the same visual perspective of the characters — unable to
discern the igures moving beyond their ield of vision until it’s too late — Luque makes the familiar horror movie
trope of being stuck in a house with a killer all the more
visually compelling. Furthermore, Luque manages to make
the claustrophobic entrapment of the house seem as suffocating and deadly as he makes the wide open expanses of
the abandoned portions of the city feel like an expansive,
empty, urban wilderness.
The script, written by Alvarez with writing partner
Rodo Sayagues, (who also co-wrote “Evil Dead”) offers an
interesting conceit and a creative twist on familiar tropes
and situations. His character motivations are, generally
speaking, fairly justiied — if a bit hit-or-miss in execution
by way of the dialogue. Given that English is the second
language for both Sayagues and Alvarez, the occasionally
lousy scripting could be a lot worse, and isn’t bad enough to
spoil the rest of the movie. Alvarez is able to tell the story
with the eficiency of someone who has a clear vision of how
his piece moves and functions, visually at least.
Overall, Alvarez’s conceptually compelling “Don’t
Breathe” provides some intriguing and disturbing twists,
beautiful and violent images to upset in the ways movies of
its kind aim to; all delivered at a taut, high tension pace that
keeps viewers rapt from beginning to end. If you’re a genre
fan or dug his “dial-it-to-11” redux of “Evil Dead,” then you
won’t want to miss “Don’t Breathe.”
Jose Nateras is a writer, an
actor, and a nerd. He is a staff
writer for F News Magazine.
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